On the shelf
Kim Forrester rounds up the latest nature book releases to hit the shelves

BEING A BEAST by Charles Foster

WOODLAND CRAFT by Ben Law

Getting into the “mindset” of a badger
by living as one for six weeks may not
be everyone’s idea of a good time, but
Charles Foster did just that to write this
book, which explores what it is like to “be
a beast”. He also delves into the mindset
of an otter, a deer, a fox and a swift in order
to understand their lives. It’s eccentric —
and at times strangely anthropomorphic
— but his writing is superbly entertaining,
often witty and full of intimate details about
his own life and the life of the animals that
intrigue him.

This superb book contains
everything you need to know
about crafts for the farm,
garden, home and fuel pile.
As well as in-depth information
about different tree species,
how to source wood and tools for
woodcraft, it also features stepby-step instructions for making
a range of useful items, such as
roofing shingles, a split-handle
hay rake and a walking stick.
£25 (hardback);
ISBN: 9781861089366;
www.thegmcgroup.com

£14.99 (hardback); ISBN:
9781781255346; www.profilebooks.com

FIELD NOTES FROM THE EDGE:
JOURNEYS THROUGH BRITAIN’S
SECRET WILDERNESS by Paul Evans

LANDSKIPPING: PAINTERS,
PLOUGHMEN AND PLACES by Anna Pavord

The edges of land — ridgeways, marshes,
riversides, pathways, ditches, shingle spits
and so on — are the focus of this book, which
reads as a collection of field notes based
on first-hand experience by naturalist and
Shropshire resident Paul Evans. In this blend
of memoir, history, geology, biology and
philosophy, the author explores the paradox
of loving nature, but being afraid of it too.

This book is a true celebration of
the British landscape’s beauty
and usefulness. Written in evocative
prose, it explores our relationship
with the land over the ages — from
painting to writing, from tourism
to farming — and shows how
the British countryside has been
shaped by centuries of management
by man.

£14.99 (hardback); £9.49 (ebook);
ISBN: 9781846044564; 9781473502116
www.riderbooks.co.uk

£20 (hardback);
ISBN: 9781408868911;
www.bloomsbury.com

THE CABARET OF PLANTS by Richard Mabey

POCKET EYEWITNESS: DOGS

Richard Mabey is a well-known nature
writer, with some 30 books to his name. The
Cabaret of Plants, his latest, explores our
relationship with plants from the Ice Age
to the current day. He not only shows how
we depend on plants — for oxygen, food,
medicine and materials — but also how they
have inspired us in the worlds of art, science,
literature, adventure and more.

Who doesn’t like looking at beautiful
pictures of dogs? This pocket-sized
book (it measures about 4in by 5in)
is designed for children, but the fullcolour photography and easy-to-read
layout makes it a superb guide for
anyone trying to decide which breed
to buy, whether as working dog or pet.
Buy it for children but read it yourself.

£20 (hardback); £16.99 (ebook);
ISBN: 9781861976628; 9781847654014;
www.profilebooks.com

£4.99 (hardback), £2.49
(ebook); ISBN: 9781409343639;
9780241010556; www.dk.com
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